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The objective of the Subsonic/Transonic Stall Flutter Program was to obtain
detailed measurements of both the steady and unsteady flow field surrounding a
rotor and of the mechanical state of the rotor while operating in both steady
and flutter modes. The data were obtained to provide a basis for future analy-
sis and for development of theories describing the flutter phenomenon.
This objective was met using the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft TS22 research fan
stage, which was extensively instrumented with high response rate instrumenta-
tion and a laser optical system. The stage was tested over a range of operat-
ing conditions both in and out of flutter.
A significant result of the program was a new conceptual understanding of the
mode of flutter in the rotor system. Previously, fan flutter had been charac-
terized by a single flutter frequency with all blades fluttering with similar
amplitudes and equal interblade phase angles. The current program revealed
that while all blades flutter at the same frequency, flutter amplitudes are
not similar and interblade phase angles are not equal.
The steady pressure contours indicated that flutter may alter the blade pass-
age pressure distribution.
The contour maps of unsteady pressure amplitude revealed regions of high amp-
litudes near the leading edge, lower amplitudes near the trailing edge, and
nodes near the midchord position. This pattern impties that the work input is
concentrated near the leading edge. Design changes in this region should,
therefore, have potential for preventing flutter.
The data shows that the location of the flutter boundary correlates with blade
incidence and loading parameters and is influenced by relative Mach number.
Steady-state blade deformations agreed well with the NASTRAN predictions ex-
cept blade uncambering exceeded predictions slightly.
SECTION2.0
INTRODUCTION
Flutter is an aerodynamically self-excited vibration in fan, compressor, and
turbine blades. It can cause blades to fail and is of major concern.
The Subsonic/Transonic Stall Flutter Program, an experimental investigation,
provided data for use in the formulation of analyses for predicting the onset
of stall flutter in high-speed, axial-flow compressors.
The specific objective of the program was to obtain detailed measurementsof
both the steady and unsteady flow field surrounding a rotor and the mechanical
state of the rotor while the rotor operated in the steady and flutter modes.
This required testing and detailed performance mapping of a stage knownto ex-
perience subsonic/transonic stall flutter. The Pratt & Whitney Aircraft TS22
stage met this requirement.
A substantial body of data was obtained. The testing and detailed mapping pro-
vided overall and blade element aerodynamic performance, information about the
instantaneous flow field entering, passing through, and leaving the rotor, and
information on the mechanical state of the rotor blades.
Performance and dynamic data were taken for 16 data points. These data have
been used to evaluate the flutter boundaries and to determine details of the
flow betweenblades in both the stable and flutter regimes. Blade stress and
deflection data have been studied to evaluate analytical blade deflection
prediction techniques for steady state operation and to determine mode
structure during flutter.
Sections 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 of this report describe the program approach, the
facility and equipment used, and the data acquisition and reduction pro-
cedures. The results of the program in terms of new understandings of the
flutter phenomenon are presented in Section 6.0, discussed in Section 7.0, and
summarized in Section 8.0. Recommendations for future work are given in Sec-
tion 9.0, and References are identified in Section 10.0.
The full set of data obtained under the Contract is provided in the appendix.
Rotor overall performance and blade element performance are presented in Ap-
pendix A. Rotor blade coordinate data, in Appendix B. The steady-state and dy-




The TS22 test stage selected for this program had aerodynamic and structural
characteristics representative of an advanced fan stage and had exhibited
stall flutter at intermediate speeds during prior testing.
Performance data were obtained by means of an automatic data acquisition sys-
tem coupled with a numerically controlled probe traverse system directly link-
ed to a Sigma 8 computer. The instrumentation for measuring steady-state de-
flections and flutter characteristics of the rotor blades consisted of strain
gages, an optical mirror system, and a speed signal. NASTRAN was used to cal-
culate steady-state deflections.
Kulite pressure transducers were used to measure the pressure fluctuations on
the case over the blade tips and on the airfoil surfaces. Traversing hot-film
probes measured the time fluctuations of the local mass flow entering and
leaving the test rotor. Two traversing probes were installed at each location
to provide instrumentation backup. Hot-film anemometers located on the blade
surfaces were intended to characterize the unsteady flow over the blades as
laminar, turbulent, or separated and to determine the instantaneous location
of shocks _nd separation.
The tests covered a ranqe of flows at speeds from 55 to 85 percent of design.
Overall p_-formance and detailed blade element data for the rotor were calcul-
ated for II 16 data points. Detailed structural and dynamic data were calcu-
lated for _ix selected points. Steady-state rotor blade deflections, measured
by the optical mirror system data were compared with the deflections calcula-
ted using NASTRAN. The unsteady mode shapes, deflection amplitudes, and phase
relationships during flutter were determined from the case mounted Kulites,
strain gages, and mirror" data.
Stability calculations were made for several mode shapes. Pressure distribu-
tions over the blade tips were analyzed to determine shock locations and load-
ing changes that occurred as speed and flow were changed. Real and imaginary
components of unsteady pressure during flutter were determined as were phase
relationships of unsteady pressures. Unsteady velocities ir,to and out of the
rotor were determined, and the relative amplitude and phase relationship of
unsteady v_locities on the blade surfaces were established. The reduced velo-
city parameter and incidence angle based on measured flow and metal angles
were determined.
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4.0 TEST FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT
4.1 TS22 FAN RIG DESCRIPTION
The TS22 fan rig combined moderate tip speed with a high pressure ratio, high
flow rate per unit annulus area, and good efficiency. The 3.6 blade aspect
ratio was aeroelastically aggressive _ven with a single pa_tspan shroud. The
stage, with its 81.8 cm (32.21 in..) rotor tip di&_eter, was large enough to
permit good definition of the unsteady flows, blade deflections, and mode
shapes during flutter.
The TS22 rig is schematically represented in Figure I. Stage design parameters
are listed in Table I, and rotor blade specifications, in Table II. Measured
vector diagram data and additional performance data are given in Appendix A.
Blade coordinates are given in Appendix B.
New rotor btades were obtained for this study in order to minimize the poten-
tial of fatigue failure, the original TS22 rotor having operated for many
hours in the flutter region. The new blades were inspected and found to be
within allowable tolerances. Blade leading and trailing edge angles were de-
termined. The ,_aximum, minimum, and average edge angles at fourteen span loca-
tions are compared with design values in Tabtes Ill and IV.
The second mode bending frequency of the isofated blades was considered to be
representative of blade Flutter frequencies. Therefore, the second mode fre-
quency with clamped root and unrestrained shrouds was measured for each of the
thirty-two rotor blades. The minimum measured frequency was 241 Hz; the maxi-
mum, 249 Hz. The blade positions in the rotor (Figure 2) were selected to min-
imize differences in frequency between adjacent blades and provide a smooth
frequency variation around the rotor.
4.2 TEST STAND DESCRIPTION
The tests were conducted in the X-204 test stand at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's
Willgoos Turbine Laboratory in East Hartford, Connecticut. This stand, sho_vn
in Figure 3, consisted of a test section with inlet air and exhaust systems, a
drive motor, a computerized supervisory controt system with numerous safety
devices, a computerized data acquisition system, and a variety of test sup-
porting systems.
The airflow entered the rig through a calibrated orifice and a large-diameter
plenum chamber. A wire mesh screen and an "egg crate" structure upstream of
the plenum provided a uniform inlet pressure profile to the compressor. Air-
flow was exh_Jsted into a toroidal cotlector through a back-pressure valve to
the exhaust btowers.
The compressor drive was a variable-speed etectric motor connected to the test
compressor through a speed-increasing gearbox. Electric power for the drive
motor was provided from the laboratory powerhouse by four variable-speed,
variable-frequency generators driven by a 6000-hp steam turbine.
4.3 INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
Instrumentation provided full documentatiun of both steady-state and nonsteady
aerodynamics and for rotor structural behavior in and out of flutter. The loc-
ation of instrumentation is shown in Figures 4 and 5. Table V lists the in-
strumentation and readout systems.
A fully computerized steady-state data acquisition was used during testing.
Data were transmitted to a computer located at the control room and then to an
automatic data reduction computer which performed a preliminary data reduction
and returned the results to the control room. These preliminary data were used
to direct the test program. Positioning and readout of all the traverse probes
at the rotor inlet, rotor exit, and stator exit were controlled by the rig
automatic traverse system.
The steady-state data acquisition system for the .;tand recorded 232 channels
of rig data: 131 pressure channels, 78 temperature channels, and 23 miscel-
laneous millivolt channels. This system worked in conjunction with a high-re-
sponse-rate system that recorded the data from the Kulite pressure trans-
ducers, hot films, and strain gages.
Unsteady data recording systems for the Kulites, hot films and strain gages
recorded a common 1:1 speed signal, common time code, and a common strain gage
signal. Before start of testing, a common sine wave and a white noise signal
were recorded on all system channels in order to determine frequency and phase
response.
Data from the blade mirror system were recorded on still photographs, movie
film, and video tape.
4.3.1 Steady-State_Aerodynamic Instrumentation
Wedge probes measured total pressure, static pressure, and air angle. Combina-
tion probes measured total pressure, static pressure, air angle, and total
temperature. Wall taps were used for measuring wall static pressures, and to-
tal pressure rakes were used for measuring stator exit tota_ pressures.
Pressures for steady-state operation were measured by a system of scanning
valves and 24 vressure transducers with various pressure ranges. Pressure
readings were distributed among the transducers to maximize measurement accur-
acy. Forty close coupled transducers were used to monitor surge. The tempera-
tures were measured in millivolts as differentials from a reference tempera-
ture and recorded by the automatic data acquisition system.
4.3.1.1 Pressure
The pressures sensed by the probes, fixed rakes, and static taps were measured
by transducers and recorded in millivoits by the automatic data acquisition
system. Pressures from sensors upstream of the rotor trailing edge were mea-
sured by means of 10.3 N/cm2 (15 Ibf/in.2) full-scale transducers. Pres-
sures from the trailing edge of the rotor and ali downstream locations were
measured using 34.6 N/cmL {50 Lbf/in. 2) fuLl-scale transducers. The accur-
acy of the pressure measurements was +0.1 percent of full-scale value.
4.3.1.2 Temperature
All temperatures were measured with Chromel-Alumel, type-K thermocoupLes con-
nected to reference junctions attached to uniform temperature reference blocks
located in the test cell. The temperatures of these reference blocks were mon-
itored relative to ice-point cells located in the data system room. The re-
sulting data were recorded in millivo_ts by the automatic data-acquisition
system.
Temperature elements were calibrated for Mach numbers over their full operat-
ing range. The thermocoupJe beads were calibrated for each temperature e_e-
ment. OveraLl rms temperature accuracy was estimated to be +0.56K (l.OOR).
4.3.1.3 Rotor System
Compressor speed was measured using an impulse-type pickup, which counted gear
teeth passing in an interval of time. The data were recorded through a fre-
quency-to-DC converter. Accuracy was +1 rpm.
4.3.1.4 Ai_f kow
Airflow was measured with an orifice calibrated to Internatiorel Standards
Organization/DIS 5167 Standards. Total pressure was measured using a 10.3
N/cm 2 (15.0 ibf/in. 2) full-scale transducer. Orifice pressure drop was
measured using 3.4 N/cm 2 (5.0 Ibf/in. 2) fuLl-scale differential trans-
ducers_ Orifice temperature was measured by the standard temperature measure-
ment system. AccuFacy of the airflow measurement was within one percent.
4.3.2 Structural instrumentation
Blade deflections were measured by a mirror system consisting of a laser light
source, a beam splitter, reflecting mirrors and a screen and were recorded by
a video and camera system. Steady state and unsteady Ceflections were recorded
using the techniques described in reference I and 4.
One strain gage was placed on each blade to measure unsteady stresses and to
detect the onset of flutter. Signals from these gages were transmitted through
a slipring and recorded on magnetic tape.
4.3.2.1 Optical Mirror System
It was necessary to accurately measure rotor blade deflections both in and out
of flutter. During stable operation these deflections were due to centrifugal
and aerod)mamic forces. When in flutter vibrational mode shapes had to be
determined. A patented system (reference 4) of optical mirrors and reflected
laser light was used to measure rotor blade surface angle changes from which
blade deflections were determined.
The optical mirror system consisted of an array of mirrors installed on the
blades, a laser light source, and a readout and recording system, shown sche-
matically in Figure 6. The laser light was split into a number of beams, each
directed to the radial location of one of the mirrors. As the instrumented
blade rotated through the beams, the mirrors reflected the beams back to the
readout system to separate points that had been selected to avoid pattern in-
terference during flutter.
Twenty mirrors were installed on one blade to provide full coverage of the
blade in the region above the midspan shroud and along the leading edge below
the shroud. Additional mirrors were mounted on other blades. The completp ar-
ray of mirrors is shown on Figure 7. Circumferential locations of instrumented
blades are shown in Figure 5.
The mirrors were made from silicon wafers 0.244 cm (0.10 in.) square, 0.024 cm
(0.0095 in.) thick, sputtered with a iO00-angstrom thick coating of aluminum
and over-coated with 2280-angstrom protective coating of silicon dioxide. The
mirrors were attached to the blades with epoxy cement. Additional details of
the mirror system and mounting techniques are given in reference i.
The laser light and mirror system for measuring the instantaneous blade sur-
face positions used a 604.5 cm (238.0 in.) optical path directly upstream of
the test stage inlet. This path length was sufficiently large to provide ade-
quate light spot defiections for accurate data readout.
Two windows were installed in the inlet section walls of the test facility:
one to provide laser light entry; the other to provide a screen for receiving
the reflected light beams. The entry port was a 35 cm (12 in.) diameter clear
glass window. The exit port was a 50.8 cm x 175 cm (20 in. x 69 in.) semicir-
cular piece of frosted 3.81 cm 11.5 in.) thick Lexan, located 604.5 cm (238.0
in.) upstream of the rotor. The output window was centered about the horizon-
tal plane.
Inside the plenum chamber, the slipring cable container was braced near the
rotor at the 12, 3, 6, and 9 o'clock positions. The light was directed to
avoid these blockages. The interior of the inlet was frosted in selected loca-
tions to prevent secondary reflections from interfering with the laser beam
signal.
Two lasers were used simultaneously: a O.5-watt Hughes provided the reference
beam and a 3-watt Spectraphysics provided illumination for the mirrors.
E_und Scientific variable beam splitters were adjusted to ensure an approxi-
mately equal intensity of all the light beams. Each splitter was mounted on a
five axis adjustment system to facilitate accurate aiming of the light beams.
Glass shims 0.3175 cm (0.125 in.) thick were added to each splitter to block
second order images.
The optical data were recorded with a movie camera operating in the streak
mode, a Hasselblad still camera, and a television camera. The cameras were
placed to receive the maximum scattered light when the beams were on the out-
put window. The cameras were located 9.14 m (30 ft) from the screen. An oscil-
loscope beneath the output window was photographed simultaneously with the
light spots to correlate the time code and rotor speed signals with the mirror
deflections. Ali cameras were rigidly mounted to eliminate blurring due to
camera vibrations.
The accuracy of the laser optical system was limited by the resolution of the
film. The negative film was Kodak 2484, chosen on the basis of the relative
spectral sensitivity, grain size, and contrast. Two copy films for the movies
were used: Kodak Hi Con 7362 and Kodak black and white fine grain positive
7302. The former provided the best results, producing more contrast and a much
finer grain. The optimum processing speed for the negative was 6.1 m/min (20
ft/min). For the copy, a speed of 10.7 m/min (35 ft/min) was used. Both were
processed in Kodak D96. The 2484 film had an ASA number of 800, and the print
machine speed and print exposure times were selected to produce a print base
density of two. These machine speeds and print exposure values were determined
with the actual film and the illumination conditions existing at the time. Un-
even copy-process illumination was detected with image processing laboratory
equipment and corrected during processing. Still pictures were taken on Kodak
Tri-X fi Im.
4.3.2.2 Strain Gage Instrumentation
To ensure safety and measure the response of all blades in flutter, one
Micro-Measurements type WDDY-125AD-350 strain gage was installed on each rotor
blade immediately above the shroud at the midchord location since this
location was sensitive to the second coupled mode expected in flutter.
The frequency response of the strain gage data was limited by the bandwidth of
the data recording system. The accuracy of any given strain gage was statisti-
cally determined to be approximately _+5 percent, representing one standard de-
viation for typical data.
4.3.3 Unsteady Aerodynamic Instrumentation
The instrumentation for measuring unsteady aerodynamic effects included: i)
Kulites on the case over the rotor blade tips, 2) an array of Kulite high re-
sponse pressure transducers on the rotor blades, 3) traversing hot-film probes
at the inlet and exit locations of the rotor, and 4) an array of hot-film ane-
mometers on the rotor blades.
b
The fan-case Kulites and the hot-film probe outputs were recorded on two
Sangamo Ill wide band group I FM tape recorders having a capacity to 40 kHz
center frequencies and 40 kHz output filters. In addition to the data signals,
60:1 and 1:1 speed signals were recorded along with 1 kHz IRIG B Format Time
Code Signal.
Data from all bl_de-mounted Kulites were recorded on a constant bandwidth fre-
quency-division multiplex system, which provided a frequency response of 2 kHz
with a resolution of 690 N/m/ (14.4 Ibf/ft Z) and an error no greater than
+ I dB. Each of the 12 tracks on the system recorded six data signals plus a
time code signal. One data channel on each track was used to record a refer-
ence strain-gage signal for phase determination. The hot-film anemometer data
were also recorded on this multiplex syst_n.
4.3.3.1 Case Mounted Kulltes
Ten high response Kulite pressure transducers, Kulite Model XCQL-8B-808
mounted over the blade tips (Figure 8), were used to measure unsteady pres-
sures over the blade tips during stable and during flutter type operation.
Specifications for these units are given in Table VI.
4.3.3.2 Blade Mounted Kulites
Thirty-two Kulite, high-response pressure transducers were distributed over
the pressure and suction surfaces of four blades (Figure 9) instrumented in
pairs such that the instrumentation ocations on the suction surface of one
blade matched those on the pressure Jrface of the adjacent blade across the
flow channel. Kulite Model LQL5-080-:5S transducers were used on the blades.
Transducers specifications are shown in Table VI. The data from these trans-
ducers provided detailed mapping of he pressure fluctuations during flutter.
Signals from the rotating Kulite transducers were amplified before passing
through the slipring to the recording device. An amplifier package was used
which rotated with th_ rotor assembly.
The rotating Kulite pressure transducers were calibrated both before and after
mounting on the blade surfaces The accuracy of the calibration facility was
0.1 percent full scale over a range of zero to 345 N/cm2 (500 Ibf/in.2).
4.3.3.3 Hot Film Anemometers
Traversing hot-film probes, located Jt the inlet and exit of the rotor, mea-
sured fluctuations in inlet and exit flow during stable and flutter operation.
Hot-film anemometers were located _n the rotor blades to characterize the flow
over the blade surfaces in and out of flutter and during transition from
stable flow to flutter.
Twohot-film probes were located forward of the rotor, and two behind the
rotor. The sensors were oriented with their length tangent to the case and
perpendicular to the rig axis.
Thermo-Systems Model 1210-60 cylindrical hot films were chosen for the probes
based on their ability to operate in a high velocity gas stream. These sensors
were constructed of a 0.0154 _m (0.006 _n.) diameter by 0.203 cm (0.080 in.)
long quartz substrate with a platinum sensor deposited on its surface. Specif-
ications for the transducers are presented in Table VI. The hot-film probes
were catibrated at ten different flow velocities.
The frequency response of the probes and the associated data acquisition sys-
tem was 40 kHz with a resolution of 1.0 percent of the mean flow vetocity. The
dynamic accuracy of the probes was I dB for axial Mach numbers below 0.4. The
accuracy at higher Mach numbers was less because of a loss in sensor linearity
caused by flow compressibility.
Twenty hot-film sensors were instatled on four blades above the shroud at
positions corresponding to those of the blade-mounted Kulite pressure trans-
ducers, Figure 10. A majority of sensors were instal ted on the suction sur-
faces of two blades to provide data of flow separation. A few were also placed
on the pressure surface.
The sensors were Micro-Measurements Type EGTSO. The film with its pofyimide
backing was mounted on a 0.041 cm (0.016 in.) Kapton film substrate to mini-
mize heat transfer to the blades. The grid was oriented in the direction of
flow with the leadwires routed off the trailing edge to avoid an _dditionaf
turbulence source.
The sensors were calibrated to identify strain induced errors, but their non-
linear response and the difficulty in simulating the test situation in the la-
boratory made calibration to obtain quantitative data unrealistic. Therefore,
their function was limited to qualitative characterization of the flutter.
However, comparing the flutter response from one data point to another gave
useful data on suction surface nonsteady flow characteristics. These sensors




TEST AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
5.1 TEST PROCEDURES
The test program was conducted in two phases: an initial shakedown test phase
and a performance test phase. The objectives of the shakedown test were to
check rig operation, instrumentation, and data recording and reduction sys-
tems; to verify the existence of stall flutter; and to compare performance
with that of the original TS22 stage. During the performance test phase, over-
all aerodynamic perfoY ..... _ obtained over a range of flows at rotor speeds
between 54 and 85 percent ,° _' _ign. High response aerodynamic and structural
data were obtained at all operating points, and surge points were determined
at several speeds bet_ _n 63 and 85 percent of design.
5.1.1 Shakedown Tests
During the shakedown test the rig was operated at speeds to 70 percent along a
wide-open-discharge throttle line to make sure that the rig was free of vibra-
tion and that all steady-state and dynamic instrumentation were operating pro-
perly. A transient into flutter was made at 70 percent speed. A full data
point was taken with both steady-state and dynamic instrumentation at 70 per-
cent speed and wide open discharge. At 63 percent speed a transient into flut-
ter was made, and two additional data points were taken: one with wide-open-
discharge; the other in flutter. These shakedown tests are listed on Table VII.
The full data points consisted of:
0 A two-minute record of all dynamic instrumentation-strain gages, Hot
films, and Ku!ites
A two-second high-speed motion picture of optical laser/mirror data
for all blade mirrors
o Still photographs of mirror data
o TV records of all mirror images
A two-minute record at each spanwise location of a seven-position
radial traverse made ahead of and behind the rotor with hot-film
probes
Steady-state data including rotor speed, total pressures, total tem-
peratures, flows, static pressures, and flow angles for the rotor and
stator inlets and discharges.
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The aerodynamic data obtained during the shakedown tests were reduced to vall-
date the instrumentation and data reduction systems and to compare performance
with the performance observed during previous tests of the TS22 stage. The
dynamic data were studied to validate accuracy before the performance phase of
the test program.
5.1.2 Performance Tests
The performance testing phase of the program involved mapping the extent of
the flutter boundary by taking data at operating conditions both in and out of
flutter. The initial portion of this phase repeated some of the shakedown
testing. Test data was taken over a range of speeds from 54 to 85 percent of
design. The test points are listed in Table VII. For this program the flutter
boundary was d_fined as the flow at which a vibratory stress of +2068 N/cm 2
(+_3000 Ibf/in. _) was attained.
5.2 DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURES
5.2.1 Data Requirements
The following parameters were calculated for all data points:
1. Overall stage performance
2. Blade element performance
3. B]ade untwist and uncamber
4. Flutter frequency
5. Blade stress level
6. Vibratory mode
7. Pressure contours over the blade tips
8. Incidence angle at seven radial stations
9. Reduced velocity for seven radial stations.
In addition more extensive data reduction was performed for six of the data
points. This reduction provided:
i. Analysis of the mirror data for intrablade amplitudes and phase rela-
tions on one blade correlated with strain gage signals and other non-
steady signals to define the rotor mode shape and its relationship
with the instaneous aerodynamics
2. Intrablade average steady pressure distribution at the watt for two
passages
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Intrablade unsteady pressure distribution at the wall for two passages
Amplitude and phase angles of all fluctuating signals from rotor-
mounted sensors--both amplitude and phase angle were determined rela-
tive to the signals from the No. 3 blade.
5.2.2 Specific Procedures
5.2.2.1 Steady-State Aerodynamic and Blade Deflection Data
All steady-state performance data were automatically recorded in millivolts,
converted to engineering units, corrected, and used to calculate overall and
blade element parameters.
The measured total pressure and flow angle from the wedge probes were correct-
ed using Mach number calibration curves for individual probes. The resulting
calibrated Mach number and corrected total pressure were then used in conjunc-
tion with standard tables of air properties to calculate static pressure.
Thermocouple signals were converted to temperature measurements using wire
calibrations for individual sensors. These temperature measurements were con-
verted into total temperature using Mach number calibrations for individual
sensors and the pressure-level corrections of Glawe, Simms, and Stickney (ref.
2).
Circumferential distributions of total pressure obtained at the stator exit
were mass-flow averaged for each pole rake at each radial location using the
corresponding measured distribution of total temperature and a constant cir-
cumferential static pressure determined by linearly interpolating static pres-
sure data from wall static measurements. Circ,_ferential mass-flow averages of
total temperature were also calculated at each radial location, using the cor-
respondi._g measured distribution of total pressure and constant circumferen-
tial value of static pressure. The three values of total pressure from the
pole rakes at each radial location were arithmetically averaged to obtain a
single radial distribution of stator-exit total pressure. Total temperatures
were averaged similarly. The peak value of total pressure from each circumfer-
ential distribution of total pressure was taken as stator inlet pressure. The
three radial distributions of stator inlet pressure were also averaged to ob-
tain a ._ingle radial distribution. Air angles measured by the two probes at
the stator exit were arithmetically averaged for each radial location.
Two separate computer programs wL_re used to transform test measurements into
the desired overall and blade-element performance parameters. The first com-
puter program converted measurements from miIlivolts to engineering units and
corrected, averaged, and prepared the data for input to the second computer
program. The second computer program, operating off line, calculated the de-
sired overall and blade-element performance parameters by means of a stream-
line solution of the axisy_nnetric flow field.
The remaining input to the flow field program ccnsisted of the geometric de-
scription of the rig and aerodynamic data. The geometric description included
the shape of the flowpath wails, axial locations of blade edges, and blade in-
let and exit metal angles and solidity. Blade edges were input as 24
straight-line segments that closely approximated the meridional profile of the
manufactured blade edges. Metal angles at the rotor leading edge and trailing
edge were input from beam calculations for the blade at design speed.
The output from the second program consisted of corrected speed and inlet
flow; the spanwise profile of total pressure ratio at the stator inlet; the
spanwise profiles of total pressure ratio, total temperature ratio, and flow
angle at the stator exit; and blockage factors for each calculation stati)n.
Total pressures and temperatures were calculated as ratios to the assumed
standard day inlet plenum values.
A flow blockage factor was used at each axial Eocation to improve the accuracy
of the static pressure velocity calculations. Blockages were applied equally
to all stream tubes at each of the axial locations. The axial distribution of
blockage factors was selected to give calculated wall static pressures that
agreed with measured wall static pressures. A single axial distribution was
found to provide reasonable agreement with measurements for all data points.
All static pressures and the flow angles between the rotor and stator wet _
calculated by the flowfield program. The calculation was made assuming a_isym-
metric flow and using mass-flow continuity, radial equilibrium, and enerr
equations. Streamline curvature and enthalpy and entropy gradient terms ___re
inc Iuded.
Overall rotor performance was calculated from mass-flow averaqes of tota
pressure and temperature at rotor exit and average inlet conditions. Overall
stage performance is not presented in this report because it is not required
to support data evaluation.
Rotor blade element parameters were calculated for airfoil sections lying on a
fixed set of conical surfaces defined by intersections of blade edges and
streamlines calculated for a reference point at mid range at 75 percent speed.
Streamlines were selected to include blade-element data at radial locations of
transducers for blade surface measurements and mirrors for blade deflection
measurements. For the blade element data tabulations presented in Appendix A,
the incidence angles were based on measured air angle and the calculated fetal
angle at design speed. For the plot of reduced velocity parameter versus inci-
dence angle (Figure 43), both air angle and metal angle were measured v_lues.
The blade centrifugal untwist and uncamber resulting from centrifugal and gas
bending loads were determined directly from the blade ,_eflection data obtained
with the optical mirror system. Images from twenty of the twenty-six blade
mounted mirrors were used to determine blade n_ovement.
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Steady deflections were determined for speeds from 25 percent to 85 percent of
design. Photographs taken at selected speeds in nine percent increments were
used to determine steady blade movement. A coordinate system was established
based on known details of the screen. The vertical position of each spot on
each photograph was measured. Using the idle spot positions as a baseline, the
movement of the spots for any speed was scaled. T_is movement on the screen
was then converted to angle of twist and change in bending slope.
5.2.2.2 Unsteady Data Reduction
The reduction of the high frequency response data from the hot film probes,
wall-mounted Kulites, blade mounted hot film sensors, blade mounted Kulites
and blade mounted strain gages required sophisticated techniques. Signal en-
hancement, signal phasing from rotating instruments, and signal phasing
between rotating and stationary in_ truments are discussed be Iow. These discus-
sions are followed by details of the analysis of each type of data.
5.2.2.2.1 Signal Enhancement
The signal enhancement, a time domain technique, extracted or enhanced parti-
cular frequency components from a broadband signal. The technique involved
averaging numerous time segments of a broadband signal, the start of each seg-
ment being triggered by a reference signal. Each successive time segment was
summed and averaged in _ storage memory. The result was an enhancement or re-
inforcement of those comoonents that were synchronous with the triggering
signal and suppression o- components that were not.
5.2.2.2.2 Phasing of Si,_nals fr.om Rotating Instrumentation
Phase information betwee ,_the reference strain-gage signal on the No. 3 blade
and all other strain gage and rotating Kulite and hot film signals was pro-
duced at the flutter frequency, using cross spectral density techniques, a
Nicolet Scientific "Omniferous" Model 401 analyzer being used for this
purpose. The analysis range For the task extended to 2 kHz. An 800-element
sDectural resolution was selected. To produce each final plot, 128 sweeps From
the aralyzer were averaged. The analysis was conducted From zero to 2000 Hz.
The analyzer filter bandwidth yielded a spectral resolution of about 3.75 Hz.
All resulting phase angles were corrected For errors introduced by the signal
conditioning and recording systems.
5.2.2.2.3 Phasing of Signals Between Rotating and Stationary, Instrumentation
It was necessary to determine the phasing between signals From the rotating
blades and the stationary wall instrumentation. Of specific interest was the
phasing of the reference signal from the strain gage on the No. 3 blade and
the signals from the case-mounted Kulites. A variation or extension of the
cross-spectral density technique was used.
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The ftutter component of the signals has different frequencies in the rotating
and stationary coordinate systems. The Frequencies in the stationary system
are either higher or lower than those in the rotating system because they are
comoosed of the fundamenta( Flutter frequency plus or minus multiples of rotor
rotationaW soeed. This can be seen in the following derivation.
The vibration of the individual blades in a stage in flutter is fully defined
by the sum of a finite series of circumferential harmonic waves where the num-
ber of component waves equals the number of blades, N, in the stage. The
associated unsteady pressure, p, at a particutar axial coordinate, x, varies
with tangential coordinate, y, and time, t, is described by the sum of an
infinite series of forward and backward rotating harmonic waves having all
integer numbers of cycles around the circunn:erence of the stage. This function
is expressed in terms of sets of responses to individuai orders, m, of blade
vibration where I_< m _< N.
Pm (x,y,t) : _ Pmn (x)ei(_mny+c_t) (i)
n=_Qo
Where n, the number of full waves per intrabiade passage, is added to the
fractional number represented by m waves around the #ull circumference. _ is
the flutter frequency cummon to all phenomena in the rotating system. The un-
steady periodicity condition defines the wave number
@m + 2 xn
_mn = (2)





and blade spacing, s
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In the stationary system, the coordinates x' and y' are related to their rota-
ting counterparts by
x = x' C:11" : --
OF HC:C;_ '_-.,-;'i'Y
y =y' + £Zrt
(4)
where £z is the rotor speed. Equation (1) then becomes
)ei_mn (y' + ( _ r +¢_/_mn)t) (5)
'' ' Pmn (x'Pm (x y , t) =
n =-_
This is in the form of waves having wavelength 2 _/_mn, moving at velocity
(_r -_ oo/_3mn). The frequency _sneasured by a stationary probe is the
product of the wave number _mn and the wave velocity. Hence
oos = /3ran _r +oo = _m _ Nn ÷oo (6)
where £mis a multiple of shaft speed, and £Nn is a positive or negative mul-
tiple of blade passing speed. Therefore, the single flutter frequency, c_, in
the rotating system becomes a spectrum when detected by a stationary sensor.
The observed frequencies, oot, are spaced at multiples of shaft speed, _ .
The index m identifies the associated harmonic wave component of blade vibra-
tion and the index n identifies the added number of waves within a passage be-
tween adjacent b lades.
Because flutter was seen at many frequencies by the case-mounted Kulites,
phase information could not be produced directly. Instead, an aliasing techni-
que was used. By selection of the sampling rate to equal the rotational fre-
quency, both the rotating and stationary transducer flutter signals were
transformed to a new coordinate system i,_which a single flutter frequency
existed for both sets of signals. Phasing of the signals in question could
then be performed. The one-per-revolution speed pip was used as the sampling
rate command.
Two different procedures were used to produce phase information. One procedure
was to allow all the flutter components in the stationary signal to be
aliased. The other procedure was to isolate individual spectral components of
the flutter with a narrow filter before aliasing. This latter technique ex-
tracted a single nodal diameter signal p_us its har_.onics at multiples of tne
rotor speed. In all cases, the sampling command was properly conditioned to
allow the rotor to be in a selected orientation before a data sample was
taken. Corrections to the final phase angle were included for influences of
all signal conditioning and the aliasing process.
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5.2.2.2.4 Strain Gages
Each of the 32 blades was instrumented with one dynamic strain gage located
near the maximum thickness point above shroud at 64 percent span. The stage
fldtter response was obtained from the strain-gage signals consisting of
amplitude, frequency, and phase. The amplitude and frequency characteristics
of the individual blades were obtained from power spectral density (PSD) plots
from 0 to 2 kHz. Phases relative to the gage on the No. 3 blade were obtained
by using the cross spectral analysis_technique described in Section 5.2.2.2.2.
The strains were of the form Su ei _ where the complex number, Su , repre-
senting the strain in the No. 3 blade, defined phase as well as amplitude. The
Su numbers, where 1_ u <_ N, may be represented by the finite summation
N
Su =_ am e"N_]_ (7)
m=l
where _m is the amplitude of a series of patterns having numbers of lobes,
m, where t-<m<--N, rotating with respect to the disk at speed co/m. From the
known amplitude and phase of each strain gage, Su , the complex coefficients,
am , of the series in equation (7) may be determined by mathematical inver-
sion to give the strength of the mth modal component or spatial harmonic and
its phasing with respect to all other components.
The broadband and flutter frequency amplitudes for all strain gages and rota-
ting Kulites were plotted versus time to help establish the stability of the
data during the two-minute steady-state records. The plots were also used as a
cross-check with the power spectral density curves to help identify possible
errors in e:_gineering unit conversions.
5.2.2.2.5 Mirrors
Blade mode shape was determined by analysis of the laser optics mirror data.
Blade defl__ction amplitudes were determined from the mirror data. For the
blades withow_t mirrors, the deflection amplitudes and relative phases were
determined thY,)ugh correlation of the strain gage data and the mirror data.
Typical still photographs of the mirror data in and out of flutter are shown
in Figure 11. The difference in width of the same spot in the two images is
proportional to the torsional amplitude and the difference in height is pro-
portional to the axial component of the bending slope.
The 16ram film record of the reflected laser beams was digitized using a Spa-
tial Data Systems Scanner. The measurement accuracy was better tF.an +0.00254
cm (0.001 in.). The data were stored on magnetic tape for computer processing.
A fast Fourier transform was used to convert the data from the time domain to
the frequency domain. This procedure alIo_ed the calculation of power spectral
densities and cross-spectral densities to determine amplitude and phase angles
for the different mirrors.
5.2.2.2.6 Case Mounted Kulites
The case mounted Kulites were used to obtain nodal diameter patterns present
in the rotor system during flutter, contour maps of the pressure distributions
over the blade tips during stable operation, contour maps o$ the unsteady
pressures during operation with flutter, and contours of the real and imagi-
nary components of the unsteady pressure and relative phase during flutter .
The nodal-diameter patterns in the rotor system during flutter operation were
determined through Fourier analysis of the signals from the case-mounted
Kulite pressure transducers.
The contour maps of pressure distributions over the blade tips were obtained
from wall Kulite and wail static tap data. The technique discussed in Section
5.2.2.2.1 was used to enhance the broadband Kulite signals. The one-perrevolu-
tion speed signal was the reference signal used in this procedure. Data from
512 rotor revolutions were averaged to produce the final plots. The enhance-
ments were timed to allow a selected group of blades to occupy a desired
orientation relative to the wall Kulites. These enhancement techniques pro-
duced a signal-to-noise improvement factor of about 22.6.
Plots of pressure versus time were digitized to obtain an array of pressures
representing the variation from the mean at the specific axial location. A
minimum of ten samples per blade gap were digitized. The time location of each
pressure sample was translated into a rotating frame, with the leading edge of
the No. 2 blade used as the zero reference. The wall mean static pressure for
each axial location was added to the local variation to obtain the steady-
state pressures. The array of local static jressures was input into a contour
plotting package, which linearly interpolates in space to find specified
levels of pressure. The lines of constant pressure were normalized as percent-
ages of the maximum local steady-state static pre;sure sampled, and contour
maps of the constant percentages of pressure were machine plotted.
When the contour maps at the blade tips were plotted, the pressure fields with
resoect to the blade leading edges were observed to be. shifted about three
degrees tangentially in the direction of rotation, corresponding to a time
delay of about 30 microseconds. However, this shift, which was nearly indepen-
dent of rotor speed, did not appear in the nonsteady pressure plots obtained
from the same data. The shift is therefore believed to have resulted from the
data reduction procedure used to obtain the steady-state plots. Considerable
time was spent trying to find the source of the shift either in circumferen-
tial relation between the time trigger and the blade_ or in unaccounted delays
in the electronic equipment. Although the source was not found, the location
of the blades was evident from the plots. Each steady pressure plot in the
report has been corrected to place the blades in the proper positions. The
amount of shift is presented in the Appendix D with the contour maps.
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The procedures for obtaining the plots of unsteady pressures over the blade
tips, the real and imaginary components of the unsteady pressures, and the
phase angles for the unsteady pressures are given in Section 5.2.2.2.3
5.2.2.2.7 B Iade-Mounted Kulites
Blade-mounted Kulites provided unsteady pressure amplitude and phase distribu-
tion for both the pressure and suction surfaces of the airfoil at two radial
positions. Amplitudes were determined from the power spectral density for each
signal over a frequency range of 0 to 2 kHz. The power spectral density data
were confirmed by backup plots of amplitude against time during the two minute
test period.
Cross-spectral density functions were used to determine the phasing of the
pressure signals relative to the strain gage signal from No. 3 blade.
5.2.2.2.8 Hot Film Probes
The data obtained from the hot-film probes were analyzed using the same en-
hancement and reduction techniques used for the case-mounted Kulite data.
Contour maps were not produced, however, because of the very low level of the
signals at the flutter frequency.
5.2.2.2.9 Blade-Mounted Hot-Film Sensor
Blade-mounted hot-film sensors provided air velocity measurements on the blade
suction and pressure surfaces at two radial positions. The flutter response
from these sensors consisted of frequency, amplitude, and phase. Amplitude and
frequency were obtained from the power spectral density for each signal over a
frequency range of 0 to 2 kHz. The measured amplitude had a repeatability of
+20 percent, making it possible to relate the data from one point to another.
_he strain gage on the No. 3 blade was used as the reference for determining
phase angle. The resulting phase angles were compared with those from the
blade-mounted Kulites and strain gages, and the accuracy of the measurements
was comparable.
5.2.2.3 NASTRAN Prediction Procedure
In structural analysis of rotor blade systems, stresses and deflections are
commonly calculated for both the stable and vibrating modes of operation by
the NASTRAN finite element approach. To evaluate the effectiveness of this
procedure, deflections of the TS22 rotor and blades were calculated and the
results compared with measured values obtained during the test program.
NASTRAN calculations were made for both the stable and free-vibration mode for
the TS22 rotor system. Calculations were made for speeds of 65, 73, and 75
percent of design. Calculations for vibrating conditions covered tilree through
nine nodal diameter patterns. Because NASTRAN's cyclic symmetry analysis was
used, only a one-blade wedge of the rotor was modeled. Rotor speed effects
were included by adding a centrifugal prestress stiffness matrix to the con-
ventional static stiffness matrix.
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Finite element mesh diagrams for the blade is shown in Figure 12; the shroud
and disk, not shown, were also modeled. Triangular plate elements and beam
elements were employed for the NASTRAN calculations. The blade, shroud, and
disk models were joined using multi-point constraint __quations. On the basis
of previous experience with the TS22 rotor analysis, shroud-to-shroud inter-
faces were assumed to be pinned together at a single center node in the cyclic
symmetry analysis. The disk used for the TS22 rig was very stiff, and its
flexibility did not contribute to the mode shapes.
5.2.2.4 Blade-Work Interaction Calculation
The flutter characteristics of the test rotor and the types of data obtained
allowed for an evaluation of a theory oF energy transfer that takes place dur-
ing flutter. The assumptions associated with this theory are:
I) Self-excited vibrations occur in a bladed rotor when the energy sup-
plied by the air stream exceeds the energy dissipated through the
structural damping associated with that mode.
2) The complex rotor vibration mode can be defined as a summation of
simple circumferential harmonic responses (i.e., Fourier decomposi-
tion ).
3) The net aerodynamic energy of a mode is the algebraic sum of the
aerodynamic energy associated with each harmonic response.
4) The susceptibility of a rotor vibration mode to flutter is a function
of the stability of the individual harmonic responses.
An aerodynamic damping exists for each harmonic response. This damping is
defined by the log decrement parameter, which is proportional to aerodynamic




For positive vatues of the aerodynamic damping parameter, the energy flow is
from the structure to the flow stream and in the reverse direction for nega-
tive values.
The aerodynamic work per cycle done by each of the individual harmonics is
computed by integration
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pressure jump across the airfoil from the mth harmonic and is of
the form _Pm = Pm (X,yp,t) - Pm (X,Ys,t)
yp and Ys are blade surface coordinates on the pressure and suc-
tion surfaces at axial location x
= deflection normal to the airfoil surface of the ruth harmonic




The pressure at the airfoil tip at any axial location is the summation of the
distribution resulting from individual blade harmonic motions.
N
P(x,y,t) = _ Pm(x,y,t)
m:1
The pressure of each harmonic is defined by a fourier series described in Sec-
tion 5.2.2.2.3.
oo
Pm(x,y,t ) =_ Pmn(X)e i(oJt + f3mnY)
n _ -oo
These pressure waves are translated into the stationary system using the rela-
tionships given in Section 5.2.2.2.3.
Pm(x, ,y, ,t) = _ Pmn(X,)e i [( c_÷ (m + Nn) _)t ÷ 13mnY']
n: -_
COF F_,., _ . ;y,
The va _es of Pmn at frequencies (OOmn=(m + Nn)_) are obtained by pro-
cessing the casing wall Kulite signals through a wave analyzer. The frequency
band of the recorded data was 40 kHz which at the maximum rotational test
speed of the rotor permitted ten harmonics (i.e., -lO<n<+lO) to be deter-
mined.
Since no direct measurement was made of the mode shape at the blade tip, a
NASTRAN analysis was used to predict the def{ections.
The predicted mode shapes were scaled and phased in accordance with the mea-
sured strain components to define the tip motion, hm, required to calculate
the energy transfer in three dominant harmonic compcnents.
The kinetic energy per cycle of the individual harmonics was computed by inte-
grati on:












The NASTRAN mode shape energy levels were scaled in proportion with the strain






The large body of time-correlated, high-quality data acquired has broadeneG
our understanding of subsonic/transonic stall flutter. The more significant
results were:
i. Deviations from uniform phase angle from blade-to-blade, previously
attributed to insignificant anomalies in the data, are important,
being indicative of a complex flutter characteristic.
. Flutter alters the passage steady pressure pattern only slightly, as
shown in the steady-pressure contours.
. Work input is concentrated near the leading edge, as shown in the
unsteady-pressure contours.
4. Local supersonic flow is required in order for this flutter to occur.
Details of these results and a discussion of possible causes of flutter are
presented in the followi.._ sections. The bulk of the data obtained in this
investigation and blade coordinate data are giv=_n in Appendices A through E:
Appendix A - Tabulations of Steady State Performance Data
Appendix B - Rotor Blade Coordinates
Appendix C - Part I, Steady Blade Structural Data
Part II, Unsteady Blade Structural Data
Appendix D - Part I, Steady Pressures
Part II, Unsteady Pressures
Appendix E - Hot Film Data
6.2 TEST MATRIX
Tests were run over a range of corrected speeds from 54 to 85 percent of
design. A transient was run at each of several speeds from wide-open-throttle
to surge, and the points of flutter initiation as well as the surge were
determined. Data along the 70 percent speed line are shown in Figure 13.
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The data points in Figure 13 were taken during a slow transient in which
equilibrium conditions were not fully established. Furthermore, the pressure
ratios were obtained from arithmetic averages of a limited number of rake
readings. As noted on Figure 13, flutter was first indicated by the hot-film
gages at about 67 percent of design flow, and the first indication of flutter
on the strain gages appeared at about 63 percent of design flow. Surge
occurred at about 56 percent of design flow.
A composite map for all test speeds is shown in Figure 14. These data were
obtained at fully stabilized conditions and represent mass-weighted average
performance. Flutter occurred at speeds between 63 and 75 percent of design.
The flutter boundary( shown on Figure 14 represents a blade vibratory stress
level of +_2068 N/cm L (3000 Ibf/in. Z) as measured on the strain gage just
above the shroud. Surge was encountered before flutter at speeds below 63 or
above 75 percent of design.
Additional blade-element data and other aerodynamic performance detail are
tabulated in Appendix A.
6.3 STRUCTURAL DEFORMATIONS
Steady-state structural deformations of the blades were determined from data
from the optical mirror system. Unsteady deformations during flutter were
determined from the optical mirror system, the strain gages, and by analysis
of the high response pressure data.
6.3.1 Steady-State Deformations
The mirror system provided what is believed to be the first set of high
quality data describing blade deformation at normal fan operating conditions.
The results showed that the deformations under combined centrifugal and gas
loads were close to the predicted levels, with slightly higher uncambering.
Results are given in Appendix C, Table C-1.
Local steady-state untwist at from 35 to 85 percent of the design speed are
shown in Figure 15 for the 95 percent span location. Above 25 percent speed
the amount of untwist varied as the square of the rotational speed, as pre-
dicted. Below this speed, the midspan shroud was not seated, and the untwist
varied in an unpredictable manner.
The distribution of untwist along the span at 73 percent speed is shown in
Figure 16. Approximately equal amounts of untwist occurred above and below the
shroud, which was at the 62 percent blade span and constrained untwist to near
zero at this location. Untwist was essentially a function of speed only. The
effects of gas loading were negligible. As shown in Figure 17, the variation
of untwist with flow at 75 percent speed was less than 0.1 degree for a flow
change from 70 to 59 kg/sec (155 to 130 Ibm/sec), corresponding to a blade tip
D-factor increase of 0.1764.
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Measureduntwist as a function of chordal position is shown in Figure 18 for
73 percent speed. Uncamberingwas significant at all stations above the
shroud, exceeding 0.3 degrees near the blade tip.
Figure 19 shows both the measureduntwist and the untwist calculated by the
NASTRANanalysis. Generally, good agreement was obtained except close to the
leading and trailing edges, where predicted deformation was greater than
measured. Therefore, the measureduncamberingat the tip was slightly higher
than predicted. However, the deformations in this region, where the airfoil
was very thin, were sensitive to the actual airfoil thickness, and slight
variations within specified tolerance might have been sufficient to cause the
observed discrepancies.
Additional steady-state deflection data are given in Appendix C, Part 1.
6.3.2 Unstead_ Deformations
Previous to this program, fan flutte.- had been visualized as a sinusoidal,
circularly traveling wave superimposed on the rotor, Forming a single multino-
dal pattern, each rotor blade deflecting sinusoidally in sequence as the wave
t,_aveled around the rotor (ref. 3).
Such a wave was characterized by concentric ring nodes and traveling nodal
diameters or diametral lines of zero deflection. Figure 20 shows such a system
with two ring nodes and three nodal diameters. This pattern is referred to as
a vibration in the second mode with three nodal diameters. On a rotating
stage, the radial lines travel either Forward or backward, and adjacent blades
experience a relative tinm delay or phase difference (interblade phase angle)
as the wave passes. With such a concept, all blades are assumed to flutter at
the same frequency and amplitude, with uniform phase angles between adjacent
blades.
The results of the current program revealed a different picture: all blades
fluttered at the same frequency, but not at the same amplitude and interblade
phase angles were not equal. Typical amplitudes and phase angles observed dur-
ing the program are shown in Figures 21 and 22, respectively. These data were
obtained from the strain-gage measurements. Amplitudes in Figure 21 are ex-
pressed in terms of measured stress. The patterns shown represent a family of
spatial harmonics described by the superposition of a number of rotating nodal
diameter patterns, each characterized by a different number of nodal diameters
with different but uniform amplitudes and different but uniform phase index-
ing, with each pattern rotating at a speed that results in the same flutter
Frequency.
The detailed definition of the amplitude and p_ase for each nodal diameter
pattern was determined from wall Kulite data. A result of this analysis is
presented in Table VIII. As shown in the table the fifth nodal diameter pat-
tern had the strongest signal at 67 percent speed. The seventh nodal diameter
pattern was strongest at 73 percent speed, and the eighth was slightly strong-
er than the others at 75 percent speed.
To further study the complex modeshapes of the rotor and blading, stability
calculations were madeFor the fifth, seventh, and ninth nodal patterns at 70
percent design speed. Thesepatterns represented two strong signals and one
weaker signal. The results of these calculations are given in Table IX in
terms of the logarithmic decrement which is 2_ times the ratio of available
damping to critical damping. Since this number represents the percentage rise
or decay of the signal, a negative value of the logarithmic decrement repre-
sents an unstable or flutter condition. Complete pressures used in the
stability calculations (see equation at bottom of page 21) are listed in Table
IX and plotted in Figures D-40, D-41, and D-42 for the upper and lower
surfaces of the airfoil. The chordwise position of the pressures is the same
as for the wall mounted Kulites from which the data was obtained.
Table IX shows that the fifth harmonic was the principal source of instability
at 70 percent speed. The seventh harmonic was marginally unstable; the ninth,
marginally stable. The results suggest that Lhe effect of asymmetries, or
"mistuning", on the system ip flutter is to couple secondary modes into the
instability. This is an important result, clearly demonstrating that any
future flutter analysis that is to be correlated against test data for a mis-
tuned bladed disk system must be capable of handling several spatial harmonics.
The present analysis is not capable of explaining the mechanism that determin-
es what patterns will occur or what their relative indexing will be. However,
the mechanism probably relates to the mistuning of the stage, which results
from small dimensional differences among these airfoils. These airfoils had
bt_n deliberately grouped by frequency when the rotor was assembled, see Fig-
ure 2. And it may be significant that the group of airfoils with the highest
flutter amplitudes were those that individually had natural vibratory frequen-
cies equal to the average frequency for the lade set. It may also be signifi-
cant that only forward traveling waves (tra_ sling in the same direction as the
rotor) were observed.
Additional stress level and phase angle dat_ From strain gages are given in
Appendix C, Part 2, Table C-2 and Figures C-8 through C-I0. Blade deflection
data from the mirror syst_ were also reduced to obtain amplitudes of bending
and torsional displacements during flutter. These data are tabulated in Tables
C-3 and C-4 and plotted in Figures C-11 through C-15 of Appendix C, Part 2.
These additional data corroborate the results presented above.
6.4 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
The study of the steady and unsteady pressure contours obtained with the
case-mounted Kulites and unsteady pressures obtained from the blade-mounted
Kulites revealed several important features oncerning transonic compressors
in general as well as the stall flutter phenomenon.
A review of the pressure contours outside a_d inside the flutter boundary
showed the development of the shock structure with increasing rotcF speed and
the shifts in position of both the peak pressure point and the shocks with in-
creased loading. In general, increasing rotor speed on a given operating line
resulted in a strengthening of the expansiun waves and normal shock and a
shift rearward of the shock. Moving up a speed line to higher loading and in-
cidence shifted the shock forward towards the leading edge. Crossing the flut-
ter boundary produced little change althouqh the normal shock appeared to have
spread, which is probably indicative of shock oscillation. Details are pre-




6.4.1 Steady-State Pressure Distributions
At 63 percent speed outside of flutter, data from the case-mounted Kulites
showed that high loading occurred at the leading edge and that the flow was
subsonic (Figure 23). Moving up to a high operating line into flutter is shown
in Figure 24.
At 67 percent speed on the low operating line, expansion waves occurred behind
the leading edge, culminating in a shock at about 15 percent chord (Figure
25). At the flutter boundary at 67 percent speed, the shock appeared to be a
gradual compression, which may be indicative of an oscillating shock (Figure
26).
At 70 percent speed outside the flutter boundary, supersonic Mach number
expansion at the leading edge was more clearly evident, and the normal shock
moved rearward to the 20 percent chord position (Figure 27). At the flutter
boundary, the shock moved forward, very close to the leading edge (Figure 28).
Near surge the leading edge expansions appeared to be weaker, but the passage
shock appeared stronger (Figure 29).
At 73 percent speed on a low operating !ine (Figure 30), the shock moved
further rearward to about the 30 percent chord position. Moving into flutter
(Figure 31) the principal loading remained at the leading edge with the data
showing considerable smearing of the normal shock. Essentially identical
trends occurred at 75 percent speed (Figures 32 and 33).
Significant changes occurred at 85 percent speed. At this speed surge occurred
before Flutter. On the low operating line (Figure 34) significant reaccelera-
tion occurred behind the shock and the compression process was far from opti-
mum, with negative lift occurring on the aft portion of the blade. Moving up
the operating line (Figure 35) resulted in a high Mach number with strong
leading edge expansion and a strong detached bow shock. Operating near surge
(Figure 36) produced little change in this pattern.
Additional plots and tabulations of steady-state pressure distribution data
are given in Appendix D, Part I.
6.4.2 Unsteady Pressure Distributions
Unsteady pressure data were reduced to contours of unsteady pressure amplitude
and contours of the real and imaginary components of the unsteady pressure to
provide relative phasing information. Typical plots are presented in Figures
37, 38, and 39. To interpret these plots it should be noted that the real and
imaginary components represent the instantaneous unsteady pressures at two
time phases separated by 90 degrees. Hence, the square root of the sum of the
squares of the real and imaginary amplitudes shown in Figures 38 and 39 is
equal to the amplitudes shown in Figure 37, and the relative phase angle of
the unsteady pressure is equal to the arctangent of the ratio of the real and
imaginary components.
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The data showedhigh unsteady pressures near the leading edge (back to approx-
imately the 25 percent chord position), relatively low values near the trail-
ing edge, and minimumamplitude near midchord. Similar trends were evident in
the blade unsteady surface pressures measuredby the blade-mounted Kulite (see
Figure 40). The arrow lengths in this plot represent unsteady amplitudes and
the directions represent phase angle as referenced to the strain-gage signal
from the No. 3 blade. As shown, significant unsteady pressure amplitudes were
confined to the leading edge portion of the airfoils.
These results clearly indicate that the major portion of the action was con-
centratea in the first quarter of the airfoil, implying that future flutter
research should concentrate on the aerodynamics near the leading edge.
Additional unsteady pressure data and plots are given in Appendix D, Part 2.
6.5 VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS FROM HOT FILM SENSORS
Hot-film probes were located ahead of and behind the rotor to determine the
influence of flutter on the inlet and exit fla_s. Hot-film gages were also
located on the rotating blades to determine velocity fluctuations occurring on
the blade surface during flutter.
6.5.1 Upstream and Downstream Velocity Fluctuations
Enhanced wave forms from the hot-film probes ahead of and behind the rotor are
shown in Figure 41 for two test points at 75 percent speed: one at wide open
discharge, the other in the flutter region. Because these signals were not
calibrated for amplitude, the magnitudes of fluctuation are not known. For the
open discharge condition, the inlet signal at the blade tip showed a velocity
fluctuation of blade passing frequency that was caused by the passage of
expansion and shock waves emanating from the blades. There was no defined
pattern at the inlet near the shroud and at the blade root where the relative
inlet velocity was subsonic. A_'the rotor exit, a well defined blade wake
pattern existed for all three radial positions. The inlet probe patterns in
flutter, were similar to those for the nonflutter condition. Behind the rotor
at the hub, the pattern was also similar to that for wide open throttle. How-
ever, at the near shroud and tip exit position, the blade wakes were not as
well defined as for the nonflutter condition. The tip pattern had some random
fluctuations at other than blade passing frequency, but did not show a signi-
ficant fluctuation at flutter frequency.
6.5.2 Blade Surface Unsteady, Velocities
Unsteady velocities and phase angles were determined from the hot-film gages
mounted on the rotor blades. Data for a flutter condition at 67 percent speed
are shown on Figure 42. The arrow length in this plot represents the amplitude
of the unsteady velocity relative to the maximum fluctuation observed For that
test point. The direction of the arrow indicates the ohase angle referenced to
the strain-gage signal from the No. 3 blade. The major fluctuations of velo-
city occurred on the forward part of the airfoil, but some significant fluctu-
ations also occurred at midchord and near the trailing edge.
The blade-mounted hot-film data were not analyzed from the standpoint of
determining flow separation from evaluation of turbulence levels. Determina-
tion of separation point location within the gage spacing can probably be
obtained from the existing data, but the spectral analysis required is beyond
the scope of Lhe present analysis.
Adoitional hot-film data are given in Appendix E.
6.6 REDUCED VELOCITY VERSUS INCIDENCE ANGLE
Empirical correlations of reduced velocity versus incidence angle have been
used extensively as a stall flutter criteria. The range of design types over
which any specific correlation will accurately predict flutter boundaries,
however, is questionable. Existing correlations were based on measured air
angles, but blade metal angles were usually taken as the calculated metal
angle at design speed. In this program, actual metal angles were measured.
Figure 43 presents a plot of reduced velocity versus measured incidence angle.
Incidence angles were based on the blade leading-edge mean-line metal angle.
The reduced velocity parameter, V/boo ,is the ratio oF the relative inlet
velocity, VI', to the product of the blade half-chord, b, and the rotational
flutter frequency, oo, in radians per second.
Figure 43 shows that flutter occurred at high incidence angles only over a
limited range of reduced velocity values, with flutter-free operation being
obtained at reduced velocities both above and below those at which flutter w_s
achieved for a given incidence. A possible explanation is that locally super-
sonic flow may be required for flutter and that this was not achieved at low
rotor speeds and velocity ratios, even at high incidence. At very high speeds
and velocity ratios, the incidence was too low even at surge to support flut-
ter.
Conventional values of incidence based on calculated design speed metal angles
and reduced velocity parameters for any selected radial position can be ob-
tained from interpolation of the blade element data in Appendix A and the




Certain phenomena were consistently observed when flutter occurred, and some
of these may be necessary for flutter.
7.1 LOADING LEVEL
Stall flutter is initiated by an increase in aerodynamic loading level, and
reducing the loading level returns the stage to stable operation. The loading
level at which flutter occurs, however, is not unique because small modifica-
tions to the airfoils--or sometimes simply reassembly of the rotor using a
different blade sequence--will move the flutter boundary significantly.
7.2 LOCAL SEPARATION
Local separation has been a popular candidate as a cause of flutter. The
physical concept by which separation, particularly oscillating separation,
might put work into the system to induce flutter is conceptually attractive.
In addition, such a theory would be consistent with the observed relationship
between flutter and loading. Although the data analysis procedures used in
this program did not clearly reveal regions of separation on the airfoils, a
more detailed analysis might reveal that such separation did occur, at least
on _nall areas of the airfoils.
7.3 OSCILLATING SHOCKS
Oscillating shocks is another intuitively attractive cause of flutter. The
pressure step across the shock is on the order of 1.4 N/cm2 (2 Ibf/in. 2)
and small oscillation could put work into the system. In addition, stall
flutter does not occur, at least in the TS22 stage, at speeds below those
where local supersonic flow occurs.
An oscillating shock would also be expected to produce a region of high un-
steady pressure on the unsteady pressure amplitude contour plots. Such a
region was not observed.
7.4 REDUCED VELOCITY VERSUS INCIDENCE
Empirical correlations of reduced velocity versus incidence have been used to
predict flutter boundaries for stall flutter. This is essentially an extension
of wing flutter theory. This empirical approach, however, has not been com-
pletely successful when applied to a variety of design types. The subject pro-
gram supplied data for incorporation into existing correlations.
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7.5 CENTER OF PRESSURE-CENTER OF TWIST
The relative p._itior_ of the aerodynamic center of pressure and the structural
ce. ter of twist has been considered significant in flutter. This theory states
that flutter will occur if the effective aerodynamic center of pressure moves
ahead of the structural center of twist of the airfoil. The case-mounted
Kutites in this program gave data on pressure distributions in the blade tip
region, which might give a clue to center of pressure location, but data at
aft radial positions must be considered in such an analysis.
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The development of a design system that will preclude stall flutter requires a
better understanding of the physics of the phenomenon. This program provided
new data for obtaining that understanding.
The next step should be a more detailed analysis of the available data to
determine the behavior of such phenomena as mistuning, localized separation,
shock oscillation, and the unsteady pressure change across the blades.
Such a detailed analysis would then suggest additional test programs in which
the specific parameters identified as significant could be varied to quantify
their effects.
An osciilating shock would also be expected to produce a region of high
unsteady pressure on the contour plots. Although such a region was not
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(percent span from hub)
TABLE I





















































(a) Beta i* is the leading-edge metal angle, #,*, the angle between the
tangent to the mean camber line and the meridional direction.








O. 43 37o 58
O. 52 36052
O. 55 37o4 '
O. 58 37010'
O. 62 35026'
O. 66 340 36'
O. 72 3200 '
O. 82 28050 '
O. 92 25o24 '












36c10 , 36028 '
3500 ' 3508 '
33030 ' 34o54'
31048 ' 31052'
28024 ' 28044 '
2504 ' 25050 '
22056 ' 2304 '












































Mi nimum Maximum Average
0.08 96o50 ' 95o50 '
O. 12 87o10 ' 86o14 '
O. 22 69o56 ' 69o0 '
O. 32 58028 ' 57o58 '
O. 42 4908 ' 48o42 '
O. 52 44034 ' 43o44 '
O. 55 43042 ' 43o24 '
0.58 43014 ' 42o22'
O. 62 41o0 ' 4004 '
O. 66 39042 . 4904 '
0.72 35028 ' 35026'
0.82 30028 ' 30014'
O. 92 24o24 ' 24024'
0.99 21o58' 21038'



















































INSTRUMENTATION AND READOUT EQUIPMENT
Non-Steady Instruments Recorded
32 Strain gages
24 Hot films - blade mounted
4 Stationary hot film probes
i0 Wall Kulites
32 Blade mounted Kulites
102 Sensors
Recorders
i 70 channel multiplex
2 9 channels Sangamo
3 11 channels Sangamo
4 12 channels strain gage console
5 4 channels strain gage console
106 channels
Each of the five recorders had strain gage 3 in parallel as a common signal to
permit time correlations between any of the 102 sensors.
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TABLE VI
HIGH RESPONSE INSTRUMENTATION SPECIFICATIONS









17.24 N/cm 2 (25 Ibf/in. 2)
3.8 x 104 mV/N/m 2 (2.62 mV/Ibf/in. 2)
278K to 422K (40OF to 300°F)
0.00004% Full Scale Gage
0.0002% kHz
230 kHz
+0.75% full scale maximum








17.24 N/cm 2 (25 Ibf/in. 2)
3.8 x 10-4 mV/N/m 2 (2.62 mV/Ibf/in. 2)
278K to 422K (40OF to 300OF)
0.00008% Full Scale Gage per g




0.0154 cm (0.006 in.) quartz rod with platinum sensor deposited 0.203 cm
(0.080 in.) between posts
Temperature coefficient of resistance = 0.0026 ohm/ohm-OK
Frequency Response at 91.44 m/sec (300 ft/sec): 200 kHz
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Run Speed Point Unsteady Percent
Number Code Number Record Speed
001 70 01 20-27 70
...... 28 70
001 70 05 43 70
...... 64T --
003 63 01 71 63
003 63 03 76-84 63
003 73 01 86-94

























73 60.0 1.3 .7
3 Watt Laser
4 Rows Mirrors {Above Shro d_
128-135 70 59.8 1.3L_
136-143 67 68.5 1.1890
176-183 75 75.3 1.2840
195-202 75 60,3 1.3369
220 70 56.5 1.29/8
All Mirrors
3 Watt Laser
239 66 54.5 1.26
242-249 55 52.0 1.1530
27g-286 85 85.8 1.3792
287 ......




Closing Discharge Valve, Transient into
Flutter
Check Point Wide Open Discharge
Transient
Wide Open Discharge















UNSTEADY WALL PRESSURE AMPLITUDES FOR INDIVIDUAL
NODAL DIAMETER PATTERNS FUNDAMENTAL MODES ONLY
(NO HARMONICS)
Relative Power Spectral Density
Nodal Percent Chord




4 40 45 24 25
5 65 58 50 i00
6 65 60 60 50
7 65 70 75 70
8 100 140 80 80

















3 26 24 25
4 40 36 24 57 41
5 9 25 96 54 78 100 140 170
6 10 32 92 59 86 74 150 125
7 24 84 96 68 165 240 180 340 270 280
8 35 77 130 165 150 140 160 150 120
9 II0 88 75 44 35 38
i0 26 125 80 34 31 24




5 50 I00 55 39 45 60
6 50 80 78 70 70 100
7 120 70 50 45 45
8 140 Ii0 78 55 75












Complex pressures used in damping calculation normalized to 1600 N/m2
(0.232 lbf/in.2).
Percent Upper Upper Lower Lower
Chord Rea_._._L] Imaginary Rea___! Imaginary
-3.4 O.039 -0.091 O.022 -0. 022
9.4 0.573 -0.681 0.056 -0.134
22.2 O.504 -1.000 -0. 254 -0.060
34.6 0.095 -0.12__ -0.069 -0.050
47.5 O.030 -0.24 _': -0.086 -0. 142
73.4 0.138 -O.OE, -0.108 -0.086
99.3 O. 198 -0.02£ -0. 228 -0. 039
-3.4 -0.065 0.01 0 0.043
9.4 -0.250 0.190 0.039 0.026
22.2 -0.177 0.384 -0.091 0,241
34.6 -0.091 O.056 -0.121 O.052
47.5 -0.095 0.060 -0.129 0.052
73.4 -0. 129 -0. 004 -0. 112 O.004
99.3 -0.112 -0.052 -0.147 -0.043
-3.4 -0.112 -0.099 0.009 -0.009
9.4 -0.030 -0.259 -0.069 -0.134
i
22.2 -0. 181 -0. 134 -0. 129 -0. 091
34.6 0.017 -0.03_ -0.043 -0.043
47.5 -0.030 -0. 172 -0.052 -0. 164
73.4 -0.043 0.(;56 -0.017 0.060








J20 MI RRORS LOCATED AT
7 RADIAL POSITIONS
4 INNER WALL STATIC
PRESSURE TAPS




1 STRAIN GAGE PER a-L._,_
3_ HIGH RESPONSE PRESSURE
TRANSDUCERS ON & DIFFEREN1
BLADES LOCATED TO OBTAIN
MEASUREMEI_rs AT 7 RADIAL
POSITIONS
Q2 HOT FILM PROBES TRAVERSED
TO 7 RADIAL POSITIONS
TOTAL AND STATIC PRESSURE.
TOTAL TEMPERA rtJRE. FLOW ANGLE
ON ONE COMBINATI(JN PROBE
TRAVERSED TO 7 RAD,A POSITIONS
2 WEDGE PROBES TRAVERSED TO
? RADIAL POSITIONS
(_ TOTAL PRESSURE. STATIC
PRESSURE AND FLOW ANGLE
2WEDGE PROBES TRAVERSED
TO 7 RADIAL POSITIONS
2 COMBINATIOM PROBES TRAVERSED TD
7 RADIAL POSITIONS
3 DUAL TOTAL TEMPERATURE AND
TOTAL PRESSURE PROBESWITH
KIEL HEADED SENSORS LOCATED AT 9
RADIAL POSITIONS. THESE ARE
LOCATED APPROXIMATELY 120 °
APART IN A CIRCUMFERENTIALLY
ROTATABLE TRAVERSE RING THAT
CAN BE POSITIONED TO PROVIDE AT
LEAST 11 TOTAL PRESSURE AND
TOTAL TEMPERATURE READoNGS
ACROSS A ONE IO STATOR VANE
GAP AND TWO DO STATOR VANE
GAPS
(_ STATIC PRESSURE
4 IO AND DO WALL STATIC
PF_ESSUE PRESSURE TAPS
TIME VARIATION IN
LOCAL MASS FLOE FLOW
(VZ)
BY 2 HOT FILMPROBES
TRAVERSED TO
7 RADIAL POSITIONS
(_2 WEDGE PROBES TRAVERSEO


















2 IMPIJLSE TYPE PICKUPS
CALIBRATED ORIF ICE
6 WALL STATIC PRESSURE
TAPS LOCATED IN THE
PLENUM CHAMBER
6 BASE WIRE CHROMEL ALUMEL
THERMOCOUPLES LOCATED IN THE
PLENUM CHAMBER




























































/*" ELECTRIC MOTOIq _ ....
OlqlVI! _ TEST $11CTIO N
. °""°_ f---N ;!
---_ _ _'--- ---- -- --t--
EXHAUST TO IXHA_ERS EXHAUST TO ATMOSPHERE
INLr;' FROM ATMOSI_411FIE -_-__L_.._OR COMI_I ESSORS
Figure 3 Schematic of X-204 Test Stand
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Note: (a) Percent Span From Hub
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Location at Hot-Films On Blade Surface
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Note: (a) % Span From Hub
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Figure 10 Installation Locations For Blade-Mounted Hot-Film Sensors
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FLUTTE R NO FLUTTER
Figure II Typical Laser Mirror Results for Operation at 67 Percent Speed
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Figure 13 Identification of Data Points at 70 Percent Speed, Including
Transient From Open Discharge Into Surge
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Figure 15 Measured Untwist for TS22 Fan Blade as a Function of Rotor Speed
at 95 Percent Span
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Figure 16 Measured Untwist for TS22 Fan Blade at 73 Percent Speed

















Figure 17 Measured Untwist for T322 Fan Blade as a Function of Flow Rate
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Figure 19 Measured Untwist for TS22 and Predicted by NASTRAN Analysis for






Figure 20 Three Nodal Diameter Pattern Second Mode - Previous theory
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Figure 22 Blade Flutter Phase Angles for TS22 Rotor at 67
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Figure 23 Steady-State Pressure Contours at Blade Tip at 63 Percent Speed
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Figure 24 Steady-State Pressure Contours at Blade Tip at 63 Percent Speed
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Figure 25 Steady-State Pressure Contours at Blade Tip at 67 Percent Speed
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Figure 26 Steady-State Pressure Contours at Blade Tip at 67 Percent Speed
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Figure 27 Steady-State Pressure Contours at Blade Tip at 70 Percent Speed
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Figure 28 Steady-State Pressure Contours at Blade Tip at 70 Percent Speed
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Figure 30 Steady-State Pressure Contours at Blade Tip at 73 Percent Speed
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Figure 31 Steady-State Pressure Contours at Blade Tip at 73 Percent Speed
Inside of Flutter on a High Operating Line
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Figure 32 Steady-State Pressure Contours at Blade Tip at 75 Percent Speed
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Figure 33 Steady-State Pressure Contours at Blade Tip at 75 Percent Speed
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Figure 34 Steady-State Pressure Contours at Blade Tip at 85 Percent Speed
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Figure 35 Steady-State Pressure Contours at Blade Tip at 85 Percent Speed
on a High Operating Line
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Figure 36 Steady-State Pressure Contours at Blade Tip at 85 Percent Speed
Near Surge
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Figure 37 Unsteady Pressure Amplitude Contours For TS22 Rotor in Flutter
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Figure 41 Signal Enhanced Wave
Speed (Noncalibrated
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Figure 42 Blade Mounted Hot Film Unsteady Velocity Amplitude and Phase

















STABILITY PLOT BASED ON CONOITIONS
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Figure 43 Observed TS22 Flutter Boundary Correlation of Reduced Velocity
as a Function of Incidence
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APPENDIX A
OVERALL PERFORMANCE FOR TEST MATRIX
(See Table A-l)




1522 NASA FLUTTER TEST
TEST MATRIX
Percent Roto_
Run SL)eed Point Unsteady Percent Corrected Pressure
_umber Cod_._e_eNumber REcord Speed _es___._gnFlow Ratio





001 ;0 05 13 70 66.9 1.2722
...... 64T ......
003 6J 31 71 63 65.B 1.1776
003 63 03 ?b-_4 63 _3.4 1.2374
003 73 O1 86-g4











Rows Mirrors (Above _hroud)
128-135 70 59.8 1.3004
136-143 67 68.5 1.1890
176-183 75 75.3 1.2840
195-201 75 60.3 1.3369
220 70 56,5 1.2978
All Mirrors
3 Watt Laser
007 66 Ol 239 66 54.5 1.26
007 60 Ol 242-249 55 52,0 1.1530
OQI 85 02 279-286 05 _5.8 1.3?92
...... 2B? -- ,....
007 85 05 288-295 85 75.1 1.4862
_emark$
Wide Open Discharge
Closing Oischcrge valve, T,-_nsient into
F i_tzer
Check Point Wide Open Oischarge
Transient
Wide Open Discharge


























_ECORD 2 " 4(_,,
TRANSIENT DATA POINTS
• ii J
- I. WIGE OPEN
2. OUT OF FLUTTER
3. FIRST FLUTTER T.NDICAIION ON HOT FILMS
4. FIRST_ FLUTTER INDICATION ON STRAIN GAGES
• FLUTTER
....... [ l
53 55 60 65
OTRANSIENI DATA POINTS









F!qure A-! Identification of Data Points at 70 Percent Speed, Including
Transient From Open Discharge Into Surge









50 60 "0 £(.)
PERCENT ()F ;ORAE(,TFD t")FSI(;N ;LOW
























Air velocity at station into rotor
Air velocity at station out of rotor
Air velocity at station into rotor in
meridional direction
Air velocity at station out of rotor in
meridional direction
Air velocity of station into rotor in
circumferential direction
Air velocity at station out of rotor in
circumferential direction
Rotor tangential speed into rotor
Rotor tangentia speed out of rotor
Air velocity re ative to rotor at station
into rotor
Air velocity re ative to rotor at station
out of rotor
Air velocity re ative to rotor at station
into rotor in clrcumferential direction
Air velocity relative to rotor at station
out of rotor in circumferential direction
Product of air density and air velocity in
meridional direction at station into rotor
Product of air density and air velocity in
meridional direction, at station out of
rotor
Angle between tangent to streamline
projected on meridional plane and axial
direction at station into rotor
Angle between tangent to streamline
projected on meriodional plane and ax_a:





































Ratio of total pressure leavinc _otor and
entering rig
Absolute air angle at station into rotor
Absolute air ang]e at std+ion out of rotor
Air angle relative to rotor at station into
rotor
Air angle relative to rotor at station out
of rotor
Absolute Mach No. at rotor entrance
Absolute Mach No. at rotor exit
Relative Mach No. at rotor entrance
Relative Mach No. at rotor exit
Incidence angle between inlet air direction
and line tangent to blade suction surface
at leading edge based on calculated metal
angle for design speed
Incidence angle between inlet air direction
and line tanqent to blade mean camber line
at leading edge based on calculated metal
angle for design sDeed
Deviation angle
Change in relative air anqle enterinq and
leavinq rotor
Diffusion factor
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MANUFACTURING COORDINATES FOR BLADE SECTIONS
NORmaL TO STACKING LINE
AIRFOIL SECTION ON PLANE
NOHMAL TO RADIAL STACKING LINE
AREA OF SECTION
N








































RADIUS (METERS) = 0.1307
CHORD (METERS) = 0.0651
ZCSL (METERS) = 0.034.4





























































ZC YP YS ZC YP YS
0.0 -0.0003 0.0003

































RADIUS (METERS) = 0.1459
CHORD (METERS) = 0.0674
ZCSL (METERS) = 0.03F8


























1.7114 0.2874 O. 5490
][.7970 0.2744 0,5319
1.8826 O.2_qO 0.5093


































































RADIUS (METERS) : 0.1509
CHORD (METERS) : 0.0680
ZCSL (METERS) = 0.0362
YCSL (METERS) = 0.0092
RLE (METERS) :0.000249
RTE (METERS) :0.000348
X-AREA( SO.METER S) =0.000319







0.1727 0.0704 Oo ]378







































































0 00443 0.0085 0.0 ].49
0.04.65 0.0081 0.0144











_AO IUS (METERS) = 0.1560
CHORD (METERS) = 0.0087
ZCSL (METERS) = 0.0367
































































































RADIUS (METERS) : 0.1612
CHORD (METERS} : O.Obg4
ZCSL #METERS) : 0.0372






























2 .I142 0.2861 0.5026
2.2023 0.2542 0.&582
2.2904 0.2169 0.4,051
2.3755 O. 1737 0.3&19
2.4666 O. 1235 0.266?










X-aREA (SO. IN.) :












ZC YP YS ZC YP YS
0.0 -0.0002 0.0003

































RADIUS (METERS) = 0.I&61
CHORD (METERS) = 0.0703
ZCSL (METERS) = 0.0377
























1. 052 0.3796 0.6158

















YCSL # INCHES) =
RLE IINCHES) =
RTE (INCHES) =













zC Yp YS ZC YP YS
0.0 -0.0002 0.0002





0.0118 0 .C034 0 .C06L
































0.3705 0.1076 O. IQ76
0._-6_1 0.1335 0 o 239_-
0.5558 0.1580 0.2790
0.6484. 0.1812 0.3106
0.7_, I0 0.2028 0.3523
0.8336 0.2232 0.3857


















2.5935 O. 1363 0.2616




RADIUS (METERS} = 0.1775
CHORD (METERS) = 0.0730
ZCSL (METERS) = 0.0391











































O. 0,,57 0.0050 0.0100
0.0483 0.0049 0.0099
0,0508 0.0048 0.0097








0.0737 0.00 13 0.0032

































l°bO03 O. Iq48 0.3916
1.7003 O. 1959 0.3q4_
],.8004 0.195/* 0.3°40
1.9004 0.192 ° 0,3o01









2.7006 0.0517 O. 1276
3.0006 0.0234 0.0721


















































r_.0671 0.0020 0.00 _r-4
0.0698 0.0017 0.0048
0.0725 0.001 _. 0.00_I





RADIUS (METERS) = 0.2281
CHCRO (METERS) = 0.0832
ZCSL (M_TERS) = O.O_3b




























































0.0094 O. 000_- 0.0019
0.0112 0.000(_ 0.002_,
0.01_-0 0.0006 0.002 C,
0.0108 O.CC09 0.003_ _
C.01o6 0.0011 0.0037
0.0224 _1.0012 O.nOc-!















0.0673 0.00 12 0.00_6
0.07'01 0.0010 0.00,_2




0.08_*I 0.000 I O.OOlO
3.0[_ 67 -0.0002 0.0002
9.0So9 -r).O0_2 _.0C02
_ M_ I,JS (METERS) = 0.2?.35
CHOuD (METERS) : 0.0_69
ZCSL (_FTE_S} : O.OZSl









C.l !0_ 0.3003 0.0320
0.2208 0.0088 0.053_
0.3312 0.0168 0.0745




0.88_i 0.0_.7_ O. t5o8
0.9935 0.052B O. 173B
I .IOB'_ 0.0561 0.!856
1.2147 0.05_. 0.1067
1.32 &,7 0.0620 0.2066
i._351 C.06&l 0.2154
1.5_-55 0.06 56 0.2220
1 .&559 0.066& 0.2290
I .7_63 0.0667 O. 2__3 |
1 .e766 0.066_ 0.2 _-'z,8
! .9870 0.065 z. 0.23_-3




2._ 3"_0 0.0506 C.I¢_62
2.6 _-9_, 0.0&57 0.1814
2.75°8 0.0_-01 0. !6_2





3 ._l_.O -0.0060 0.00oi






























0.00ZQ -0.000 I 0.0007
,n.nn_,q O.OOOl n.0012
O.OOH7 O.OOC 2 0.001o
3.0llo 0.0003 0.0020










0.0437 0.00( 3 0.00/_6
0.0_06 0.00_ " 0.0046
0.0_5 0.001 7 0.0047
0.0524 0.00( "t 0.00 z,7







0.0747 0.0002 0 .,0028
0.0786 0.0902 0.0024
0.0815 0.3001 0.001o
0.00,._ 0.0000 0 .OOl,,
0.0_73 -0.000 I 0.0008
'3.9901 -O.Or31 0.0002
0.00,'_2 -,0.0_(12 n.O002
RADIUS (M6TERS) = 0.27_8
CHt_P I_ETER£) = 0.0o02
ZCSL (_TEqS) = 0.0_6_
YCSL (MFTERS) = 0.0001
RLE (METERS) =n.oon235
_f6 (M_TERS) =0.000170
X-ARE A (SO.mE [£R S )=0.000245
C,AMMA-CHQRD |RAP. ) = 0,81&0
INC_4E S



































































































































































eaOIdS (_ETSRS) = 0.2_72
CMC<O (METERS) : 0.0913
ZCSL (METERS) : 0.0_o8









0.1159 -0.002 ° 0.02_0
0.2318 C .0025 0.04.F (=
0.347q 0.0073 0.(_23
0 ._637 0.0115 0.077"7
0.5796 0.0152 0.0917
0 ._c)_5 0.018_ _ O. I0_7
0.81i5 0.0208 0.]16,,
0 .gZ74 0.0228 0.1270
1.0433 0.0243 0.1364
! .1592 0.0252 0.]446
I .2751 0.0256 0.1517
I .3911 0.02_5 0.1576
1.5070 0.02_9 0.162 _
I .622 ° 0.0238 O. I_,60
1.7388 0.0221 0.1685
I .8547 0.0200 O. 169q
1.9707 0.0_76 0.1700
2 .086(} 0.0153 0._684
Z .-025 0.0130 0.!65_,
Z .318_* 0.0108 0.1607
7..4_43 0.0087 0.154_
2 .5503 0.0067 O. 1466
2 .6662 0.00/,7 O. ] 372
2.7821 0.0029 0.1262




.3617 -0.00_T_ O. 0_,80
3 ./_776 -0.00S2 0.027H
3.5871 -0.005 ° 0.0073
3.5935 -n.OO£O O.O_6I
_AOIUS (INCHES) =]1.3080
Cm£_R9 (INCHES) = _.5Q"5
ZCSL (INCHES) : 1.SAx, 3
YC_L (INCHES) =--0. OOOh
RL_ (INCHES) : O._r_(_
Q[= (INCH,=S) : 0.0065


























































































CHORD (INCHES) : 3.6240
ZCSL (INCHrS) = 1.8568
YCSL (INCHES) :-0.0180
_L.E (INCHES) = 0.0094
RTE (INC_-,ES) : 0.006_








0.0030 -0.000 1 0.0007
0.0060 0.000 1 0.00 11
0.0090 0.0002 0.0016



























0.0(¢26 -'O.OCO I 0.0002
0.0'_2_ -0.C00L 0.0001
qmOlilS (N_ETERS) : O.2QQ9
C,_O_ 0 (METERS) : 0.09Z8
ZCSL (METERS) : 0.047_
YCbL (METEkS) = --0.0005
R LF (METE_ S ) =0.00023q
_T_ IMETE_S) =O.oonlo?,

































































-0 .0097 0.087 Q



















(S_J. IN. ) = _. _6_&
G. ): 4R._I


























































































0.I I_ -0.0036 0.026M
G.2375 0.00 I2 0.0_3_













I.o0 I0 0.00o4 0.!_o8






































0.0030 -0.000 1 0.0006
0.0061 -0. 0000 0.0010




























0.0941 -0.000 | 0.0002
0.0Q43 -0.0001 O.OOO!
RADIIJS (METCkS) : 0.3125
C-C)o D IMEYERS) : 0.0943
ZCSL IMFT@RS) : 0.0479
















0.9580 0.01 I0 O. 1091
!.0778 0.0114 0 •1167
1.1975 0.0114 0.1232
1.3173 0.0110 O. 1285
_.4__71 0.0102 0.1329
1.5508 0.0090 0.1362
1°5766 0.0074 O. 138_
I.7g63 0.0055 O, 13(_o
I .910I 0.0092 0 • 1409
2.035a 0.0006 O. 13(_7
2.1556 -0.0021 0.1381
2.2753 -0. C)046 0.1352
Z.3_51 -0.0067 0.1310
2.5149 -0.0086 0.1250
2.0 346 -0.0100 0._I_O
2.7544 -0.01!2 0.III0
2.8741 -0.0120 0.1018




3.4729 -0.00o8 n. 0"_85
3.5927 -0.007 C) 0.0226
3.7064 --0.0050 0.006 &.
3.712_. -0.00 _ O. 00_6
_ ADIUS {INCHFS) : 12._0'_0
CHnRD (INC_._S) : 3.7124
LCSL (INCH_=S) : I.PF)F7
YCSL (I_IC__=S) =-0. Oall
RUE (INCHES) : 0.009 _
RTE (INCw.=S) : 0.00'_,_










































RADIUS (METERS) : 0.3205
CHORD (METERS) - 0.0q62
ZCSL (METERS) : 0.0484
YCSL {METERS) : -0.0016



























































































0.0989 -0.000 1 0.0001
RADIUS (METERS) : 0.3549
CHORD (METERS) : 0.0989
ZCSL (METERS) = 0.0491

































5.5899 --0.0 l&3 0.0523
3.5_54 --0.0120 0.0423





CMORO (INCHES) = 3.8c)21
ZCSL (INCHES) = 1.9327
YCSL (INCHES) :-0.0908
RLE (INCHES) = 0.0095
RTE (INCHES) : 0.0041

















0.0294 --0.00 14 0.0006
0.0327 -0.0015 0.0007
0.0360 -0.0015 0_0007






0.0588 -0.00 14 0.0011
0.062 1 -0.0013 0.0013






0.0850 -0. O00&, 0.0013
0.0883 "0.0003 0.0011
0.0915 _ ,0003 0.0009




RADIUS (METERS) : 0.3802
CHOWD (METERS) : 0.1013
ZCSL (METERS) = O. 0_.97
YCSL (METERS) = -0.0032
RLE (METERS) :0.000239
_TE (METERS) -0.000104





































CHORD (INCHES) = 3.0806
ZCSL (INCHES) - 1.9558
YCSL (INCHES) --0.1242
RLE (INCH_S) = 0.0094
RTE (INCH_S) " 0.0041








ZC YP YS ZC YP YS
0.0 -0.0002 0.0002
0.0002 -0.000 2 0,0002
0.0033 -0.000 5 0.0002
0.0067 -0.0007 0.0002
0.0 i00 -0. 0000 0.0002






















0.0866 -0. 000 1 0.0015
0.0899 -0,000 I 0.00_3
0.0932 -0.0000 0.0011
0.0 _46 -0. 0000 0.0008
0.0999 --0. 0000 0.0005
0.1031 -0.0001 0.0001
0.1032 -0,0001 0.0001
RAOIUS (METERS) = 0.3977
CHORD (METERS) = 0.1032
ZCSL (METERS) = 0.0505








































CMORO fINChES) = 4.0642
ZCSL (INCHES) = 1.9877
YCSL (INCHES) =-0.1304
RLE (INCHES) = 0.0093
RIb (INCHES) = 0.00_I














0.0268 -0. O01b 0.0001
























RADIUS (METERS) = 0.4027
CHOkO (METERS) = 0.I038
ZCSL (METERS) = 0.0507
YCSL (ME_EKS) = -0.0034
RLE (METERS) =0.000236
RTE (METERS) =0.000104
X-AREA ( S(J. ME TER S )=0.000 le,q
























































































3.I0_I -0.300 1 O.O00!
O. I042 --0.0001 0.0001
RADIUS (MFTERS) : 0.&078
CHORD (METERS) = 0.1042
ZCSL (METERS) : 0.0510





















],.72 I0 -0.0711 0.0083
1.8534 --0.06)94 0.C 120
1.9858 "0.0666 O. :163
2.1181 --0.0628 O. _13
2.2505 -0.057O O. _260
2.3829 -0.0520 0.5336
2.5153 -0.04._ O. _410




3.]=772 -0. 008 I. 0.0659
3.3096 -0.0038 0,0644
3._420 -0.0007 0.0005
3.57_ 0.00 12 0.0542
3.7067 0.001 (_ 0.0455
3.8391 0.0013 0.0343






























































O.54 0._2 ". 15 i _e.F.._
0.42 0.71 (3.33 1.01
3.33 ].J2 O. 73 0.88
0.47 O.SO 1.04 !.13
") 0.72 0 _O 0._8
0.39 0.64 0.81 c
iO , 3 8 0 . 5 2 0.79 0.37
0.35 3.57 0.71 0.78
0.26 0.45 0.62 0._?
0 O 0 0.3 _
3.09 9.1i 0.12 0.21
0.32 0.51 0.66 0.72
0.i9 0.29 0.36 0.39
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¢iqure C-I "easu, ed Untwist for ,S,__ Fan 3]ade ,Is ,_ Function of [_hord at
_.3 Po','ent Speed



































Figure C-2 Measured Untwist for TS22 Fan Blade at 73 Percent Speed
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Figure C-3 _leasured Untwist for T522 Fan 3lade ,Is a Function Of Rotor































Figure C-4 Measured Untwist for TS22 Fan Blade as a Function of Chord at
73 Percent Speed
138
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Figure C-6 Measured Untwist for TS22 Fan Blade and Predicted by NASTRAN
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Figure C-8 Blade Flutter Amplitude for TS22 Rotor at 67 Percent Speed
From Strain-Gage Measurements
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BLADE AMPLITUDE IN FLUTTER

























0.12 0.46 0.23 0.28
0.18 0.59 0.17 0,26
0.20 0.53 0.18 0.26
5 0.22 0.25 0.20 0.50 0.25 0.30
25 0.15 0.21 0.I0 0.28 0.17 0.17
50 0.17" 0.30 0,15 0.45 0.20 0.17
70 0.13 0.30 0.17 0.43 0.17 0.ii
76 5 0.17 0.18 C.12 0.43 0.18 0.2












3 86 50 0.44 0.48 0.54 0.69
4 86 50 O. 50" O. 53 O. 53 O. 55
2 76 50 0.58 0.55 0.43 0.63
5 %6 25 0.21 0.17 0.17 0.23
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BLADE AMPLI_DE AND PHASE DEFLECTIONS DETERMINED FROM MIRRORS





Location Benc,n_ Torsional Phase
Percent Percent Phase Phase Angle
Span Chord (Degrees) (Degrees) (Degrees)
95 25 41.1 26.6 45.2
95 50 -12.1 0.50 14.2
95 70 -72.6 -28.9 -8.9
86 25 31.9 36.3 25.1
86 50 0 0 31.8
86 50 -72.7 65.9 -i06.8
86 50 19.3 -59.9 113.8
77 5 63.6 69.6 23.5
77 50 -0.3 9.4 24.1
77 50 49.4 -18.4 103.2
65 25 -95.3 -86.2 25.5
Spee_
9 95 25 -20.5 1.0 -86
9 95 50 -6.1 20.9 -91.9
9 95 70 8.8 28.7 -84.8
9 86 25 -22.3 2.i -89.0
9 86 50 0 -64.9
4 86 50 -125.8 -99 -97.8
9 86 70 14.4 34.6 -85
9 77 5 -24.5 -23 -66.6
2 77 50 6.5 35 -93.4
5 65 25 2.6 -19.2 -76.2
75% Speed
95 25 -5.9 15.3 -45.7
95 50 0.4 23.1 -41.I
95 70 2.0 14.5 -30.9
86 5 a.2 44.2 -67.0
86 25 0.7 22.9 -48.7
86 50 0 3 -15.0
86 50 -2.6 -117.0 99.9
86 50 -6.6 -i03.7 81.9
86 70 -1.7 18.6 -443.4
77 5 5.9 56.9 -i01.!
77 50 -5.5 28.2 -52.0
77 50 -14.8 54.0 -83.3
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Figure C-14 Vibratory Phase of Torsional Deflection _t 75 Percent Speed
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,_OTE" On the following tables, "Tangential" data
represents the angular displacement on the rotor.
Pressure data represents static pressure.
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TABLE D-1
STEADY STATE STATIC PRESSURE FOR CONTOUR PLOTS
55% SPEED RECORD 247
Inlet Total Pressure = 90,400 N/m 2 (1888 Ibf/ft2)
Axial Location
(Percent Chord)
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STEADY STATE STATIC PRESSURE FOR CONTOUR PLOTS
63% SPEED RECORD 71
Inlet otal Pressure = 83,410 N/m 2 (1742 Ibf/ft2
Axia Location
IPercent Chord)
Static Pressure to In!et
Total Pressure Ratio
-55.4 0.935
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Figure D-2 Steady St_Jte Pressure Contour It Blade TiD; No Flutter, Low




STEADY STATE STATIC PRESSURE FOR CONTOUR PLOTS
63% SPEED RECORD 82
Inlet Total Pressure = 88,770 N/m 2 (1854 Ibf/ft 2)
Axial Location
(Percent Chord)
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TABLE O-7
STEADY STATE STATIC PRESSURE FOR CONTOUR PLOTS
66% SPEED RECORD 239
Inlet Total Pressure = 89,440 N/m 2 (1867 Ibf/ft2)
Axial Location
(Percent Chord)
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TABLE D-9
STEADY STATE STATIC PRESSURE FOR CONTOUR PLOTS
67% SPEED RECORD 141
Inlet Total Pressure : $2,500 N/m 2 (1723 Ibf/ft2)
Axial Location
(Percent Chord)
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F i gure D-6 Steady State Pressure Contours at Blaoe Tip; Transient
Into Flutter, 70 Percent Speed, 74.5 Percent Flow,
Pressure Ratio 1.2120, Incidence to Mean Camberline 5.6
Degrees
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F ir_tlre_i_7 Steady State Pressure Contours at Blade Tip; Transient
Into Flutter, 70 Percent Speed, 7?.5 Percent Flow,
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Figt_-e O-8 Steady State Pressure Contours at Blade Tip; Transient
Into Flutter, 70 Percent SDeed, 66.8 Percent Flow,
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F_qure D-IO Ste3dy State Pressure Contours at 31ade Tio; Tr3nsient
Into Flutter, 70 P_rcent Sicced, 5_.,q Percent Flow,





STEADY STATE STATIC PRESSURE FOR CONTOUR PLOTS
70% SPEED RECORD 25
Inlet Total Pressure = 80,100 N/m 2 (1673 Ibf/ft2)
Axial Location
(Percent Chord)
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Figure O-ll Steady State Pressure Contours at Blade Tip; No Flutter,






STEADY STATE STATIC PRESSURE FOR CONTOUR PLOTS
70% SPEED RECORD 133
Inlet Total Pressure : 86,140 N/m 2 (1799 Ibf/ft2)
Axial Location
IPercent Chord)
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Figure D-12 Steady State Pressure Contours at Blade Tip; In Flutter,
High Operating Line, 70 Percert Speed, 59.8 Percent
Flow, Pressure Ratio 1.3004
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TABLE D-20
STEADY STATE STATIC PRESSURE FOR CONTOUR PLOTS
70% SPEED RECORD 220
Inlet Total Pressure = 87,000 N/m2 (1817 Ibf/ft2)
Axial Location
(Percent Chord)
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Figure D-13 Steady State Pressure Contours at Blade Tip; HiQh





STEADY STA_ STATIC PRESSURE FOR CONTOUR PLOTS
73% SPEED RECORD 92
Inlet Total Pressure = 79,960 N/m 2 (1670 Ibf/ft2)
Axial Location Static Pressure to Inlet
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MAXIMUM STATIC PRESSURE
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Figure D-14 Steady State Pressure Contours at Blade Tip; No Flutter,
High Ooerating Line, 73 Percent Speed, 74.7 Percent
Flow, Pressure Ratio 1.2687
230
TABLE D-24
STEADY STATE STATIC PRESSURE FOR CONTOUR PLOTS
73% SPEED RECORD 104
Inlet Total Pressure = 86,280 N/m 2 (1802 Ibf/ft2)
Axial Location Static Pressure to Inlet
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Figure D-15 Steady State Pressure Contours at B_de Tip; In Flutter,





STEADY STATE STATIC PRESSURE FOR CONTOUR PLOTS
75% SPEED RECORD 181
Inlet Total Pressure = 79,480 N/m 2 (1660 Ibf/ft2)
Axial Location
IPercent Chord)
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Figure D-16 Steady State Pressure Contours at Blade Tip; Out of
Flutter, Low Ooerating Line, 75 Percent Speed, 75.3
Percent Flow, Pressure Ratio 1.284
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TABLE D-28
STEADY STATE STATIC PRESSURE FOR CONTOUR PLOTS
75% SPEED RECORD 199
Inlet Total Pressure : 85,610 N/m2 C1788 Ibf/ft2)
Axial Location
IPercent Chord)
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Figure D-17 Steady State Pressure Contours at Blade Tip; In Flutter,
High Operating Line, 75 Percent Speed, 60.3 Percent
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Figure D-18 Steady State Pressure Contours at Blade Tip; Out of
Flutter, Transient to Surge, S5 Percent Speed, 77.5




STEADY STATE STATIC PRESSURE FOR CONTOUR PLOTS
85% SPEED RECORD 283
Inlet Total Pressure = 76,130 N/m 2 (1590 Ibf/ft 2)
Axial Location
Percent Chord)
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Figure D-19 Steady State Pressure Contours at Blade Tip; Out of
Flutter, Low Operating Line, 85 Percent Speed, 85.8





STEADY STATE STATIC PRESSURE FOR CONTOUR PLOTS
85% SPEED RECORD 293
Inlet Total Pressure = 80,680 N/m 2 (1685 Ibf/ft2)
Axial Location
(Percent Chord)
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Figure 0-20 Steady State Pressure Contours at Blade Tip; Out of
Flutter, High Operating Line, 85 Percent Speed, 75.1
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Fi _,Jre D-21 Steady Pressure Differential Between Pressure and
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Figure D-22 Nonsteac_y Pvessure Contours at Blade Tip; in Flutter, High
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Figure D-23 _onsteady Real Pressure Contours at Blade Tip; In
Flutter, High Operating Line, 56 Percent Speed
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Figure O-2a Nonsteady Imaginary Pressure Contours at Blade Tip; In
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Figure D-25 Nonsteady Pressure Contours at Blade Tip; In Flutter,
High Operating Line, 70 Percent Speed, 56.5 Percent
Flow, Pressure Ratio 1.29_'8_.
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Figure D-26 Nonsteady Real Pressure Contours at Blade Tip; In
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Figure D-27 Nonsteady Imaginary Pressure Contours at Blade Tip; In
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Figure D-28 Nonsteady Pressure Contours at Blade Tip; In Flutter,
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Figure D-29 Nonsteady Real Pressure Contours at Blade Tip; In
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Figure D-30 Nonsteady Imaginary Pressure Contours at Blade Tip; In
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Figure D-31 Nonsteady Real Pressure Contours at Blade Tip; in Flutter, High
Operating Line, 75 Percent Speed
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Fiqure D-32 Nonsteady Pressure Contours at Blade Tip; in Flutter, High
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Ficlure D-34 Spectra of Vibratory Wall Pressure Showing Relationship
of Flutter Frequencies to Harmonics of Rotor Steady
Pressure Field
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Figure D-39 Spectral Comparison of Vibratory Rotor Pressure
Amplitudes in Terms of Distribution Among Spatial
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Figure D-41 Complex Pressures Used in Damping Calculations, Seven Nodal
Diameters
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Figure E-2 Local Oscillating Hot Film Signals on Blade Surfaces at
67 Percent Speed (Vector Plot of Real Versus Imaginary
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